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SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL LEARNING SERVICE LEARNING

WEEK 3

As this is the third Monday of the month, please consider sharing or re-sharing the Monthly Kick-O� 
activity, and if appropriate, video at www.everymondaymatters.org. Additionally, a three-minute recap 
of the previous weeks may add extra context to this week and help connect the dots around the 
monthly theme.

Blank paper; Pencils or pens.

Total Prep Time: 5 mins.

Students make a social media action plan to build others up by helping them feel seen, loved, appreci-
ated, and valued.
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GOALS FOR THE WEEK
• Discover how we can use social media as a tool to build a sense of belonging, confidence, and joy for  
 ourselves and others
• Identify ways to foster “CONNECTION” and community on social media
• Instead of self-promotion, practice using social media to promote worthy causes and meaningful,  
 real-life “CONNECTION” 
• Understand how “SOCIALIZE GOODNESS” is an important part of this month’s theme, “MONDAY 
 GETS CONNECTED”
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1) SHARE THE NAME OF THIS ACTIVITY WITH STUDENTS: “BE UNFORGETTABLE”

STUDENT ACTIVITY:
“BE UNFORGETTABLE”

• Explain: 
– Maya Angelou famously said: “People will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people  
 will never forget how you made them feel” 
– Many of us have bad social media habits: We scroll through social media mindlessly, barely pausing to  
 swipe through or like others’ posts, yet we spend a whole lot of time deciding on our own posts, captions,  
 and filters
– Then, we compulsively check how many likes we receive from people who barely pause long enough to  
 notice, let alone remember, our own post
– No matter how many likes and comments they get, posts that are self-centered and self-serving can often  
 be “FORGETTABLE” to others
– But, making someone else feel “GOOD” makes you—and them—feel “UNFORGETTABLE”
– Today, instead of trying to make ourselves look “GOOD” on social media, we will change our perspectives  
 and make it our goal to make someone else feel “GOOD” with every post, comment, and share we make
• Ask:
– How often do you remember someone else’s post because it made you feel “GOOD”?
– We remember posts that make us FEEL something, not because it’s a flattering selfie or a funny caption.  
 What “UNFORGETTABLE” posts, if any, have you seen on social media? 

SET UP THE “BE UNFORGETTABLE” ACTIVITY:3)

• What is social media?
– Answer: Websites and applications that allow users to create and share content, or to participate in 
 social networking
• What types of posts do you normally see on social media?
• What do you typically post on social media?
• What is your goal or motive when posting a photo, video, or caption on social media?
• What do you think other people’s goals or motives are when they post on social media?
• How does posting on social media make you feel?
– Why do you think you feel this way?
– Is this how you want to feel or like feeling?
• How does scrolling through others’ posts on social media make you feel? 
– Why do you think you feel this way?
– Is this how you want to feel or like feeling?
• What makes something “UNFORGETTABLE”?
• What types of social media posts do you see and actually remember? 
– What makes them “UNFORGETTABLE”?
• What might it mean to “BE UNFORGETTABLE” while “SOCIALIZING GOODNESS” on social media?
• How might creating “UNFORGETTABLE” social media posts help you “SOCIALIZE GOODNESS”?
• How might creating “UNFORGETTABLE” social media posts help you “GET CONNECTED”?
• Do you think that creating “UNFORGETTABLE” social media posts can help you “CONNECT” to 
 how much YOU MATTER? 
– How can it help others “CONNECT” to how much they MATTER?

ASK 1-3 QUESTIONS FROM THE LIST BELOW TO WARM STUDENTS UP ON THE 
ACTIVITY’S FOCUS:
 *NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

2)
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• Distribute paper and pencils or pens to each student
• Explain: 
– Today, instead of self-promotion, you will make a new social media goal to promote others 
– You will plan how to “SOCIALIZE GOODNESS” with your posts, comments, and shares on social media
– First, you will plan your posts, whether they are photos, videos, captions, or stories, that will make 
 someone else feel “GOOD,” seen, loved, appreciated, and/or valued 
– Second, you will plan comments on other people’s posts that make them feel “GOOD,” loved, appreciated,  
 and/or valued
– Third, since it’s hard to help scrolling through videos and posts, you will plan how to stay “CONNECTED”  
 with new and old friends by sharing videos and posts that will make them smile and feel “GOOD”
– By making it your goal to make others feel “GOOD,” you will remember the kind of impact that you can  
 have and feel “GOOD,” too
• If helpful, students can brainstorm in pairs, small groups, or as a whole group some ways they can 
 “SOCIALIZE GOODNESS” through their posts, comments, and shares
• When ready, ask students to label their papers “POSTS,” “COMMENTS,” and “SHARES” and 
 start making their plans for each of these things
• Circulate through the class and support students as helpful and necessary
• Allow up to 10 minutes for students to write their plan to “BE UNFORGETTABLE” 
• When time is up, ask for volunteers to share out their plan for using social media to 
 “SOCIALIZE GOOD”

START THE “BE UNFORGETTABLE” ACTIVITY:4)

• What was it like to think about how you use social media and how you can use it for “GOOD” instead  
 of only for self-promotion?
• What was challenging about this activity and why?
• What was the most unexpected or important lesson you took away from this activity?
• How did this activity change your perspective on how you can “BE UNFORGETTABLE” on social media  
 and in life? 
• After this activity, do you think your social media habits and perspectives will change? 
– How so?
• Are you more likely to use social media as an opportunity to promote others instead of yourself? 
– Why or why not?
• How will you keep finding ways to make others feel seen, appreciated, valued, and loved on 
 social media?
• How will your social media plan help you more intentionally “GET CONNECTED”?
• How will your social media plan help you “SOCIALIZE GOODNESS”?
• How might striving to “BE UNFORGETTABLE” on social media increase your own sense of joy and 
 confidence?
• How might your social media plan to “BE UNFORGETTABLE” help you realize how much YOU MATTER?

AFTER THE ACTIVITY, ASK 1-3 OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO HELP STUDENTS 
REFLECT ON WHAT THEY’VE ACCOMPLISHED AND HOW THEY CAN TAKE THIS FOR-
WARD:
*NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

5)

– What makes a social media post “UNFORGETTABLE”?
– What can you post on social media to make someone else feel “GOOD,” seen, appreciated, loved, 
 and/or valued?
– How can you use social media to “BE UNFORGETTABLE” and “SOCIALIZE GOODNESS”?
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- MAYA ANGELOU 

PEOPLE WILL FORGET WHAT YOU SAID, PEOPLE WILL 
FORGET WHAT YOU DID, BUT PEOPLE WILL NEVER 
FORGET HOW YOU MADE THEM FEEL.

CONTINUE EXPLORING HOW TO “CONNECT” THROUGH “SOCIALIZING GOODNESS” BY 
LEADING ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING EXTENSION IDEAS.

8)

ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO FOLLOW THROUGH ON THEIR “BE UNFORGETTABLE” 
PLAN AND TO SHARE IT WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY. CHALLENGE STUDENTS TO SEE 
THIS AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO CHANGE HOW THEY RELATE TO SOCIAL MEDIA, AND 
TO USE IT AS A WAY TO “CONNECT” WITH OTHERS IN REAL AND AUTHENTIC WAYS.

7)

THANK STUDENTS FOR CREATING THEIR SOCIAL MEDIA PLANS AND FOR SHARING 
THEIR “BE UNFORGETTABLE” IDEAS AND REFLECTIONS WITH THE CLASS. REMIND 
STUDENTS TO USE SOCIAL MEDIA AS A TOOL TO SPREAD POSITIVITY AND “CON-
NECT” MEANINGFULLY INSTEAD OF USING IT TO SPREAD SELF-PROMOTION OR NEG-
ATIVITY.

6)
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EXTENSION 
IDEAS:   

 1) Comment Competition: Make a class or all-school challenge to comment as much as possible to  
  make others feel loved, appreciated, valued, and “GOOD.” 
 2) Cheer Up Challenge: Make a class or school challenge to post as many photos, videos, and stories  
  as possible that promote someone else and make them smile. For example, post a highlight reel 
  of your friendship on your story saying how much you value their friendship, or re-post    
  someone else’s post to show your support.
 3) Class Hashtag: Create a #youmatter (or any unique idea) hashtag to use to spread “GOODNESS”  
  on social media. Consider watching the Kid President #makeithappy video
   (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9VnTZrSNvU, 2:55 mins) and social media challenge. 

DO ONE OR MORE OF THESE EXTENSION IDEAS TO BRING 
THE LESSON FROM 15 MINUTES TO 30 MINUTES OR MORE.
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